Background
• Autism is a serious neuro-developmental disorder with long-lasting impacts • Behaviorally defined along a spectrum of impairments in 3 areas: • Examined correlation among chemicals 10 strongly correlated to others (r >0.85)
HAPs Chemical Correlations
• Aromatic solvents ( • Metals (n=7): 0.23-0.92
Hg-Cd, As-Cd, As-Ni, As-Mn Ni also corr w/ some Cl solvents, diesel PM
• Diesel PM corr w/ metals (0.8)
Analytic Methods

• Individual HAPs
♦ Mean levels by case-control status ♦ Categorize levels (quartiles, percentiles) ♦ Valid to examine individually if highly correlated?
• Group HAPs ♦ By function, structure, correlation? ♦ Little data available to rank by toxicity (for autism) ♦ Sum of concentrations not appropriate so created score
HAPs Class Score
• Calculated quartiles for each chemical within controls • Assigned score of 1-4, corresponding to low-high quartile level, for each chemical to all subjects • Grouped chemicals into classes such as metals (7), solvents (9), endocrine disruptors (10) or developmental toxicants (7), with some overlap • Summed quartile scores across chemicals in a class, e.g. range of 7-28, or 9-36, etc., depending on number of chemicals • Categorized class score into quartiles -median (50 th %) of distribution tended to correspond to mid-points of score range Analytic Methods, cont.
• 
Results: AORs for Selected Metals
Conclusions
• Ecologic data suggest cases more likely to be born in areas with higher estimated metals concentration ♦ Biologic plausibility, but low concentrations
• Cases also more likely to be born in areas with higher chlorinated solvent concentrations very limited prior data
• Diesel particulate matter may also be associated with case status, but less prior plausibility • Further research is necessary to address limitations described and confirm findings
Follow-up Studies
• Other CADDRE sites will use their 1994 surveillance data and link to HAPs database • Collaborating with CDHS PHT to examine DDS autism cases in S. CA and central valley in relation to HAPs and CHAPIS data, 1996-98 births • CA CADDRE seeking funding to examine 1996 multi-source surveillance data and HAPs • Etiologic studies to look at various sources of mercury and other exposures
